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A BOOLIAN ALGEBRA WITH ONE CONSTANT Untitled paper c. 1880. Compare H. M. Sheffer's: "A Set of Five Independent Postulates for Boolean Algebras, with application to logical constants," Transactions, American Mathematical Society, vol. 14, pp. 481-88 (1913), of which this is a striking anticipation. See also 264f., where the same idea is developed from a different angle.
4.12. Every logical notation hitherto proposed has an unnecessary number of signs. It is by means of this excess that the calculus is rendered easy to use and that a symmetrical development of the subject is rendered possible; at the same time, the number of primary formulæ is thus greatly multiplied, those signifying facts of logic being very few in comparison with those which merely define the notation. I have thought that it might be curious to see the notation in which the number of signs should be reduced to a minimum; and with this view I have constructed the following. The apparatus of the Boolian calculus consists of the signs, =, > (not used by Boole, but necessary to express particular propositions) +, -, X, 1, 0. In place of these seven signs, I propose to use a single one.
13. I begin with the description of the notation for conditional or "secondary" propositions. The different letters signify propositions. Any one proposition written down by itself is considered to be asserted. Thus,
A
means that the proposition A is true. Two propositions written in a pair are considered to be both denied. Thus,
AB
means that the propositions A and B are both false; and
AA
means that A is false. We may have pairs of pairs of propositions and higher complications. In this case we shall make use of commas, semicolons, colons, periods, and parentheses, just as [in] chemical notation, to separate pairs which are themselves paired. These punctuation marks can no more count for distinct signs of algebra, than the parentheses of the ordinary notation.
14. To express the proposition: "If S then P," first write
A
for this proposition. But the proposition is that a certain conceivable state of things is absent from the universe of possibility. Hence instead of A we write
BB
Then B expresses the possibility of S being true and P false. Since, therefore, SS denies S, it follows that (SS, P) expresses B. Hence we write
SS, P; SS, P. This can be symbolized as: S/S;P:S/S;P; where the stroke is the sign of the logical multiplication of the contradictories of the constituents, and the number of cross bars indicates the inverse order of dissolution. Thus, (1)-(S/S;P); (2)-(-(S/S)-P); (3)-(S.-P).
15. Required to express the two premisses, "If S then M" and "if M then P." Let
A
be the two premisses. Let B be the denial of the first and C that of the second; then in place of A we write
BC
But we have just seen that B is (SS, M) and that C is (MM, P); accordingly we write
SS, M; MM, P.
16. All the formulae of the calculus may be obtained by development or elimination. The development or elimination having reference say to the letter X, two processes are required which may be called the erasure of the Xs and the erasure of the double Xs. The erasure of the Xs is performed as follows:
17. Erase all the Xs and fill up each blank with whatever it is paired with. But where there is a double X this cannot be done; in this case erase the whole pair of which the double X forms a part, and fill up the space with whatever it is paired with. Go on following these rules.
A pair of which both members are erased is to be considered as doubly erased. A pair of which either member is doubly erased is to be considered as only singly erased, without regard to the condition of the other member. Whatever is singly erased is to be replaced by the repetition of what it is paired with.
To erase the double Xs, repeat every X and then erase the Xs. These rules may be reformulated as follows:
A. 1. For every single x (i.e., for every x that is not paired with an x) substitute its pair; e.g., x;a,a becomes a,a;a,a.
2. In the case of double x consider the whole of which the double x is a part.
a. If that whole is itself paired, substitute its pair for it;
e.g., x,x;a:a becomes a,a.
b. If that whole is not paired, substitute the other member of the whole for each of the xs;
e.g., x,x;a becomes a,a;a
x,x;a,a becomes a,a;a,a:a,a
3. Repeat operations as often as necessary.
4. Equate result to f/x.
B. 1. Negate all xs; i.e., for every double x employ but one; for every one employ a double.
2. Perform steps 1-3 of A.
3. Equate to f/xx.
The following are additional illustrations to those in the text.
Let f = a,a;x which
by A1 becomes a,a;a,a, or a
so that f/x = a
by B1 we get a,a;x,x which by
A2b becomes a,a:a,a;a,a, or a,a;a
so that f/xx = a,a;a
and f = a, x being eliminated.
Let f = x,x;a which
by A2b becomes a,a;a
so that f/x = a,a;a
by B1 we get x,x;x,x:a from which
by A2b we get a,a
so that f/xx  = a,a
and f -< a,a, x being eliminated.
Let f = a:a,a;x which
by A1 becomes a:a,a;a,a, or a,a
so that f/x = a,a
by B1 we get a:a,a;x,x
and by A2a we get a,a
so that f/xx = a,a
and f = a,a, x being eliminated.
18. If f be any expression, f/x what it becomes after erasure of the Xs, and f/xx what it becomes after erasure of the double Xs, then
f = f/x, x; f/xx, xx.
If f be asserted, then
f/x f/xx, f/x f/xx
may be asserted.
19. The following are examples. Required to develop X in terms of X. Erasing the Xs the whole becomes erased, and
(f/x) x = xx.
Erasing the double Xs, the whole becomes doubly erased and
(f/xx) xx is erased. If f, then
(f/x) x, (f/xx) xx = xx, xx.
So that
X = xx, xx.
Required to eliminate X from (xx, x; a).
f/x = 00, 0; a = aa
f/xx = 00, 00; 00: a = aa
.·. f = This should be a sign of implication and not of equivalence.f/x f/xx, f/x f/xx  = aa, aa; aa, aa = aa.
Required to eliminate X from (xa, a).
f/x = 0a, a = aa, a
f/xx = 00, a; a = aa
.·. f This should be a sign of implication and not of equivalence.= aa, a; aa:aa, a; aa = aa, aa = a. But aa, a; aa:aa, a; aa = aa, which is the correct answer.
Required to develop (ax; b, xx:ab) according to X.
f/x = a0; b, 00: ab = aa, aa; ab = a, ab = a This seems to be in error: a;a,b is not equal to a; nor is b;a,b equal to b. Peirce's conclusion should be: a, ab; x:b, ab; xx, or a, bb; x:b, aa; xx.
f/xx = a00; b, 0:ab = bb, bb; ab = b, ab = b This seems to be in error: a;a,b is not equal to a; nor is b;a,b equal to b. Peirce's conclusion should be: a, ab; x:b, ab; xx, or a, bb; x:b, aa; xx.
f = (f/x) x, (f/xx) xx = ax; b, xx This seems to be in error: a;a,b is not equal to a; nor is b;a,b equal to b. Peirce's conclusion should be: a, ab; x:b, ab; xx, or a, bb; x:b, aa; xx.
Required to eliminate M from (SS, M; MM, P).
f/M = SS, 0; 00, P = SS, SS; SS, SS = SS
f/MM = SS, 00; 0, P = P, P; P, P = P
.·. SS, M; MM, P = This should be a sign of implication and not of equivalence.  SS, P; SS, P
which is the syllogistic conclusion.
We may now take an example in categoricals. Given the premisses "There is something besides Ss and Ms," and "There is nothing besides Ms and Ps," to find the conclusion. As the combined premisses state the existence of a non-S non-M and the non-existence of an MP This should be: non-M non-P. they are expressed by
SM, SM; MP.
To eliminate M, we have
f/M = S0, S0; 0P = SS, SS; PP = S, PP
f/MM = S; 00, S, 00:00, P = erased
.·. f/M f/MM, f/M f/MM = This should be a sign of implication and not of equivalence. S, PP; 0:S, PP; 0
= This should be a sign of implication and not of equivalence. S, PP; S, PP: S, PP; S, PP = S, PP.
The conclusion therefore is that there is something which is not an S but is a P.
20. Of course, it is not maintained that this notation is convenient; but only that it shows for the first time the possibility of writing both universal and particular propositions with but one copula which serves at the same time as the only sign for compounding terms and which renders special signs for negation, for "what is" and for "nothing" unnecessary. It is true, that a 0 has been used, but it has only been used as the sign of an erasure. With this notation only a single undefined or "primitive" idea and the principle of substitution are necessary in order to construct the propositions and to define all the signs used in a Boolian Algebra. The following is an indication of how this can be done:
Primitive Idea. No.1. A B.
Substituting A/B in No. 1.2. A A ==def -A.
Substituting B/A in No. 1.3. B B ==def -B.
Substituting 2/A, 3/B in No. 1.4. AA; BB ==def A X B (logical product).
Substituting 1/A, 1/B in No. 1.5. AB; AB ==def A +, B (logical sum).
Substituting 2/A in No. 5.6. AA, B; AA, B ==def A -< B.
Substituting 3/B in No. 5.7. A, BB; A, BB ==def B -< A.
Substituting A/B in No. 6.8. A, AA; A, AA ==def 1.
Substituting 2/B in No. 1.9. A, AA ==def 0.
Substituting 6/A, 7/B in No. 4.10. A -< B X B -< A ==def A = B.
Annexe
4.264. If we assign the values v and f to propositions, we must either say that file_0.unknown
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 etc., or else we must say that file_13.unknown
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 has the same value as x, in the which case, file_14.unknown
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 will have the contrary value, so that we shall have xfile_15.unknown
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), etc. A choice has to be made; and there is no reason for one choice rather than the other, except that I have selected the letters v and f, and the other signs, so as to make the former choice accord with usual conventions about signs.
Adopting that former convention, we shall make the value of file_24.unknown
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 the same as that of x. Where it becomes necessary, as it sometimes will, to distinguish them, we may either use the bar, or vinculum, below the line, or we may make use of the admirable invention of Albert Girard, who, in 1629, introduced the practice of enclosing an expression in parentheses to show that it was to be understood as signifying a quantity. For example, xy signifies that x is f and y is f. Then (xy)z, or xyz, will signify that z is f, but that the statement that x and y are both f is itself f, that is, is false. Hence, the value of xx is the same as that of file_25.unknown
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; and the value of xxx is f, because it is necessarily false; while the value of xyxy is only f in case xy is v; and (xxx)(xxx) is necessarily true, so that its value is v.
With these two signs, the vinculum (with its equivalents, parentheses, brackets, braces, etc.) and the sign , which I will call the ampheck (from ¢mfhkπj, cutting both ways), all assertions as to the values of quantities can be expressed.
Thus,
x is xx xx
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 is xx
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 is (xxx)  (xxx)
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 is xxx
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) is {xy(xyxy)}{(xyxy)xy}
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 is xy(xyxy)
xy is (xyy)(xxy)
-( xy) is xy(xxyy)
xy is xyxy
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 is (xxyy)(xxyy) [or xy]
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y is (xyy)(yxy) [or (yxx)(yxx)]
x.y is xxyy
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.y is xxy or xyy
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 is xy
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is (xyy)(xyy)
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 is xxy
4.265. It is equally possible to express all propositions concerning more than two quantities. Thus, the one between three noticed above is
{x[yz(yyzz)]}{(xx[(yzz)(yyz)]}.
That we can equally express every proposition by means of the vinculum [and] one  is sufficiently shown by the fact that xy can be so expressed. It is
(xxyy)(xxyy)…

